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come from the Turkish Nationalists. The press is full
of accounts of the circumstances attending the departure
of these poor wretches who have been forced to leave
home and practically forfeit all personal belongings (al-
though theoretically, "abandoned" property does not
automatically change title); but the whole proceedings
are by virtue of the sanction of Christian nations. Eco-
nomically, Greece is the gainer because of her greater
population influx and of its more settled, ambitious, and
industrious character; on the other hand, valuable tradi-
tions and connections of every kind, extending back into
the most glorious Hellenic period, have been suddenly
disrupted. The individual Greek, tossed about like a
chattel, has gone from a fertile to a relatively unproduc-
tive country; moreover, a Greek makes little money off
other Greeks. In the case of Turkey, the departure of
these productive elements is a severe economic loss, but
the returning Moslem has a wonderful opportunity be-
cause of his freedom from hard competition; and the
Republic has acquired a national solidarity and a chance
for internal reconstruction which would have been denied
her otherwise.
The convention regarding this population transfer,
signed by the delegates of the Greek and Turkish Gov-
ernments at Lausanne, January 30, 1923, provides that
"As from 1st May, 1923, there shall take place a com-
pulsory exchange of Turkish nationals of the Greek
orthodox religion established in Turkish territory, and
of Greek nationals of the Moslem religion established in
Greek territory. These persons shall not return to live
in Turkey or Greece respectively without the authoriza-
tion of the Turkish government or of the Greek govern-
ment respectively/7 However, it is stipulated that this
arrangement does not apply to the Greek inhabitants of
Constantinople nor to the Moslem inhabitants of Western
Thrace. In reality, according to the Turkish Minister of

